Dear Valued Subscribers,

We have just posted an update of new MARC records for Bloomberg Law. The records are available free of charge on Bloomberg BNA’s Law School Professional Information Center website, located at www.bna.com/marcrecords. Access to the Bloomberg BNA platform for law schools will end 12/31.

We now have MARC records that link into Bloomberg Law for the majority of our collections, including the enhanced news titles that replaced the BNA Law Reports, and the Practice Centers on Bloomberg Law that replaced the BNA Resource Centers. We will issue another update in January.

NEW MARC RECORDS

American Bankruptcy Institute

-Admitting expert valuation evidence before the U.S. bankruptcy courts, OCLC *1076970095
-Bankruptcy mediation, OCLC *1023435233
-BAPCPA at 10, OCLC *1076990122
-A business creditor's guide to distressed vendors, debt collection and bankruptcy, OCLC *1076587588
-Chapter 15 for foreign debtors, OCLC *1023435750
-Credit-bidding in bankruptcy sales: [a guide for lenders, creditors, and distressed-debt investors], OCLC *908646783
-Fraud and forensics: piercing through the deception in a commercial fraud case, OCLC *1023435667
-How secure are you? : secured creditors in commercial and consumer bankruptcies, OCLC *1015249188
-A practitioner's guide to liquidation and litigation trusts, OCLC *1015249441
-Representing the creditors' committee: a guide for practitioners, OCLC *1023435617
-Survival guide to bankruptcy for in-house counsel: the essentials when bankruptcy or related litigation threatens your company, OCLC *1077291434

American Bar Association

-ABA consumer guide to obtaining a patent: a practical resource for helping entrepreneurs & innovators protect their ideas, OCLC *959875461
-Anatomy of a mortgage: understanding and negotiating commercial real estate loans, OCLC *964661359
-Transactional skills: how to structure and document a deal, OCLC *1078898151
-U.S. customs: a practitioner's guide to principles, processes, and procedures, OCLC *1078650804

**Bloomberg Law Practice Centers**

- Antitrust practice center, OCLC *1062362386
- Banking & finance practice center, OCLC *1062363352
- Bankruptcy practice center, OCLC *1062363731
- Benefits & executive compensation practice center, OCLC *1062364560
- Bloomberg law. Tax, OCLC *950886291
- Corporate practice center, OCLC *1062364822
- E-discovery practice center, OCLC *1062365063
- Environmental & safety practice center, OCLC *1062365272
- Health care practice center, OCLC *1062467677
- Intellectual property. Patents & trade secrets, OCLC *1062531229
- Intellectual property. Trademarks & copyrights, OCLC *1062630273
- International trade practice center, OCLC *1062476208
- Labor & employment practice center, OCLC *1062485909
- Privacy & data security practice center, OCLC *1062541751
- Securities practice center, OCLC *1062585113
- Tech & telecom practice center, OCLC *1062595648

**REVISED MARC RECORDS**

**American Bankruptcy Institute**

- Best of ABI: the year in business bankruptcy, OCLC *881195232
- Best of ABI: the year in consumer bankruptcy, OCLC *881195798

**American Bar Association**

- Model business corporation act annotated: model business corporation act with official comment and reporter's annotations, OCLC *815767974

**RECORDS TO DELETE**

The following titles or editions have been superseded or are no longer available. You may wish to remove them from your local catalog

**American Bankruptcy Institute**

- ABI guide to bankruptcy mediation, 2nd Edition, OCLC *813957154

********************
If you have any questions, please email me at MNewton@bna.com, or call me at 703-341-3308.

Thank you,

Matthew

**Matthew Newton**
Cataloger

**Bloomberg BNA**

Direct 703.341.3308
mnewton@bna.com